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DEGA GAMMA  
 

Resiniferous transparent tricomponent formulated. 

 
 

DESCRIPTION: transparent resiniferous product, without solvents, from the 

crystalline aspect, unscented and with good characteristics of mechanical resistance. 

Applicable on surfaces of various nature as consolidating primer. 

 

EMPLOYMENTS: to dress again and to protect supports of various nature (insides 

and outside); cement, gres, plate, ceramics, eternit, wood, etc. Suitable for the 

transparent protection of DEGA and Monosint Line covering. Particularly proper to 

prepare deteriorated surfaces and to strengthen the supports. Indicated also for 

surfaces with radiant panels heating. 

  

APPLICATION: to clean the surface to be treated. 

Carefully mix the three components (A+B+C), the product he introduces amber, but 

desiccating becomes transparent. 

Now apply to roll or brush within 1 hous from the mixing.   

Consumption 0,300 kg / sqm. in two hands. 

 

TECHNICAL DETAILS: 

Temperature limit of exercise -25°C. +60°C. 

Temperature of application +18°C.+30°C. 

Time of use after the miscelazione of the 

components at + 20° Cs. 

 

1h. about 

Dessiccation  12-24h. in base to the 

temperature 

Time for the sovra-application 24h. about. 

Hardening complete  48h. about. 

Dosing Comp. A 1 Kilo.  

Comp. B 1,70 Kilo.   

Comp. C 1,70 Kilo. 

Application brush, roll, spray 

Surrender for every hand 6/8 sqms. with 1 Kilo. of 

mixture in operation to the 

absorption of the support. 

Time of stocking at +20°C. about. 12 mounth about. 

 
 

 

The values indicated mean tests averages. What indicated about the method of use and the results obtainable with our product correspond to our 

experiences, without however constituting our use and responsibility. Therefore, the sale of our product is not covered by guarantee with regard 

of application and is carried out with the understanding that the user will determine the suitability. 
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